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BACKGROUND GRAPH REPRESENTATION LEARNING

Graph is ubiquitous data structure, employed extensively within computer science and related fields.
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Graph representation learning means mapping the nodes or entire graphs, as points in a low-dimensional vector space.

Graph representation learning has been a powerful strategy for analyzing graph-structured data such as social network,
especially by using Graph Neural Networks!

Graph Neural Network
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BACKGROUND SELF-SUPERVISED LEARNING ON IMAGES

Key Idea
à Define pretext training task that captures the information of the input data.
à Use the dependencies among different dimensions of the input data!

Self-Supervised Learning automatically generates some kind of supervisory signal to solve some task.
(Typically, to learn representations of data or to automatically label a dataset.)

Self-Supervised Learning uses way more supervisory than supervised learning, and enormously more than reinforcement learning. 
That’s why calling it “unsupervisory” is totally misleading. - Yann LeCun, 2019

DOERSCH, Carl; GUPTA, Abhinav; EFROS, Alexei A. Unsupervised visual representation learning by context prediction. 
In: Proceedings of the IEEE international conference on computer vision. 2015. p. 1422-1430.
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BACKGROUND SELF-SUPERVISED LEARNING ON IMAGES _ SIMCLR

CHEN, Ting, et al. A simple framework for contrastive learning of visual representations. 
In: International conference on machine learning. PMLR, 2020. p. 1597-1607.

SimCLR is trained by reducing the distance between representations of augmented views of the same image (Positive),
and increasing the distance between representations of augmented views from different images (Negative).

Sample mini batch of N examples.
à Create 2N data points via Data Augmentation.
à Given a positive pair, treat other 2(N-1) points as negative examples.
à Instance Discrimination!



6GRILL, Jean-Bastien, et al. Bootstrap your own latent: A new approach to self-supervised learning.
arXiv preprint arXiv:2006.07733, 2020.

BACKGROUND SELF-SUPERVISED LEARNING ON IMAGES _ BYOL

BYOL learns representations of images without using negative samples
à predicting the target representation with a given online representation

At each training iteration, online network is trained to minimize the cosine similarity loss,
while target network’s parameters are updated using the exponential moving average of online network’s parameter.

𝜉 ← 𝜏𝜉 + (1 − 𝜏)𝜃
Target network Online network

Online network

𝜃
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BACKGROUND SELF-SUPERVISED LEARNING ON GRAPHS

GRACE (Inspired by SimCLR)

Learns representations by pulling the representation of the same node in the two 
augmented views of graph while pushing apart representations of every other node.

BGRL (Inspired by BYOL)

Learns representations by predicting the augmented view of node itself 
without using negative samples.

Inspired by the success of contrastive methods in computer vision applied on images, 
those methods have been recently adopted to graph-structured data.

Learning features that are invariant under the augmentation!
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MOTIVATION GRAPHS EXHIBIT RELATIONAL INFORMATION

Moreover,
Contrastive methods (e.g. GRACE) are prone to sampling bias issue

Sampling Bias?
Some negative samples are in fact semantically similar to query nodes
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Edge Pull

(a) Graph-Structured Data (b) Recent GRL methods

Bob

James

Tom
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Previous methods (contrastive & non-contrastive) cannot fully benefit from 
relational information of graph structured data

How about learning augmentation-invariant relationships?

Recent graph representation learning (GRL) methods do not reflect the nature of the graph
à Recall that Graphs exhibit relational information among nodes
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METHODOLOGY RELATIONAL SELF-SUPERVISED LEARNING ON GRAPHS

!𝒛!"

Representation Space Similarity Distribution

Dot product similarity

We define cosine similarity as relationship between a query node and anchor nodes

How can we define relationship between a query node and anchor nodes?

Query Node

Anchor Node
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Online network is trained to mimic the relational information captured by target network
à Learning augmentation-invariant relationship! (Instead of augmentation-invariant node representation)

Next research question: How to sample anchor nodes?
Diverse relational information regarding both global and local perspectives should be considered

Query Node

METHODOLOGY RELATIONAL SELF-SUPERVISED LEARNING ON GRAPHS
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Misclassification rate of low-degree nodes is significantly high
à Degree-bias issue!

Misclassification rate for certain degree of nodes

Setting 0 < 𝛼 < 1 approximates the misclassification rate

𝛼 = 0.9
𝛼 = 0.99
𝛼 = 0.999

Global anchor nodes: Structurally distant nodes

0 < 𝛼 < 1

We should focus on low-degree nodes while training RGRL

Inverse degree-weighted distribution

Approach: Sample anchor nodes from inverse degree-weighted distribution
à Sample more from low-degree nodes

METHODOLOGY GLOBAL ANCHOR NODE SAMPLING
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Ratio of its neighboring nodes being the same label
Number of Samples (K)

𝑡 : Teleport probability (𝑡 ∈ (0,1))
𝐓 : Symmetric transition matrix

Diffusion Matrix S

(𝑖, 𝑗) indicates closeness of node 𝑣! and 𝑣"
𝑣!

𝑣"

Local anchor nodes: Structurally close nodes

• Adjacency may fail to capture fine-grained relationship among nodes
• ex) “Data Mining” vs. “Machine Learning” community

• Structurally close but different class

Approach: Sample anchor nodes based on diffusion score matrix (Personalized PageRank)

• We should sample anchor nodes that are
• 1) Structurally close with query node in the graph structure
• 2) Share the same label with the query node

METHODOLOGY LOCAL ANCHOR NODE SAMPLING
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METHODOLOGY RELATIONAL SELF-SUPERVISED LEARNING ON GRAPHS



14[1] Understanding the behaviour of contrastive loss, CVPR 2021

Previous works: 1) Contrastive methods, 2) Non-contrastive methods

1) Limitation of Contrastive methods
• Sampling bias: Simply treating all other nodes as negatives incurs false negatives
• Another problem occurs when sampling bias is combined with the contrastive loss that is defined as follows [1]:

Contrastive loss is “Hardness-aware loss”
• Gives larger penalties to similar nodes à similar nodes that belong to negative samples become more dissimilar

• As 𝜏 decreases, the model gives larger penalty to hard negative 
samples (push away)
• Makes sense if we know true negatives (supervised setting)
• But, harmful in self-supervised learning where false negatives exist

Thus, false negative is trained to be more dissimilar

Positive pair

Negative pair

DISCUSSION HOW RGRL OVERCOMES THE LIMITATIONS OF PREVIOUS WORKS



15ProGCL: Rethinking Hard Negative Mining in Graph Contrastive Learning, ICML 2022

The problem gets even more severe in graph domain, 
• In graphs, most “HARD” negatives are indeed “FALSE” negatives

RGRL relaxes the strict binary classification of contrastive methods with soft labeling
• RGRL can decide how much to push or pull other nodes based on the relational information among the nodes with

out relying on the binary decisions of positives and negatives

DISCUSSION HOW RGRL OVERCOMES THE LIMITATIONS OF PREVIOUS WORKS
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Previous works: 1) Contrastive methods, 2) Non-contrastive methods

2) Limitation of Non-contrastive methods
• Since we don’t use any negative samples, node features should be fully informative

• Performance actually degrades if features contain noise (as will be shown later)
• Overfit to a few non-informative feature

RGRL alleviates the overfitting problem with a little help from other nodes in the graph 
• Learn from the relationship with other nodes

RGRL relaxes the strict self-preserving loss with relation-preserving loss
• Allows the representations to vary as long as the relationship among the representations is preserved

DISCUSSION HOW RGRL OVERCOMES THE LIMITATIONS OF PREVIOUS WORKS
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RGRL achieves the best of both worlds by relaxing strict constraints of previous works

Strict 
Binary Classification

Relaxed
Soft Labeling

Strict 
Self-Preserving

Relaxed
Relation-Preserving

Previous Works RGRL

Contrastive methods
(GRACE, GCA)

Non-contrastive methods
(BGRL)

DISCUSSION HOW RGRL OVERCOMES THE LIMITATIONS OF PREVIOUS WORKS
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EXPERIMENTS NODE CLASSIFICATION

Performance on node classification tasks Performance on various datasets (transductive/inductive)

RGRL outperforms previous methods that overlook the relationship among nodes
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EXPERIMENTS NODE CLASSIFICATION

Performance on node classification tasks

Less Informative Features

More Informative Features
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EXPERIMENTS NODE CLASSIFICATION

Performance on node classification tasks Classification accuracy over feature sparsity

Dataset with less informative features
à Large improvements in performance
à External self-supervisory signals from other nodes help RGRL to learn from less informative features

Feature Sparsity

Dataset with more informative features
à RGRL is more robust than BGRL as the quality of input features gets worse
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APPENDIX EXPERIMENTS: LINK PREDICTION & MULTIPLEX NETWORK

Improvements on hard negative edges is more significant than random negatives
à RGRL detects more fine-grained relational information

Performance on link prediction

Random Negative
à Randomly select pair of nodes that are not connected

Hard Negative
à Select pair of nodes that are within 3-hop distances
à Harder than random negatives!
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EXPERIMENTS QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS – CASE STUDY

Case 1) Which author is the most similar?

- Discovers author who have more co-authored papers
- Discovers former Ph.D. students of the query authors

Advisor-advisee relationship 
à Core relationship in the academia network!

Case 2) Which author will co-work in the future?

- Discovers author of more relevant research area
- Discovers author of actually co-authored in the past

RGRL discovers core relationship and meaningful knowledge that is not revealed in the given graph
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CONCLUSION
Proposed to learn node representations such that the relationship among nodes is invariant to augmentations
à “Augmentation-Invariant” Relationship

𝑝( 𝑝)

!𝒛!"

-𝒉!
#

KL Divergence Loss

By learning augmentation invariant relationship,
RGRL relaxes several strict constraints of previous works thereby achieving the best of both worlds

Extensive experiments on 14 datasets demonstrate that RGRL
1) is robust to less informative or noisy features
2) improves performance on low degree nodes
3) discovers core relationship and meaningful knowledge that is not revealed in the given graph 
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THANK YOU!
[Full Paper] https://arxiv.org/abs/2208.10493

[Source Code] https://github.com/Namkyeong/RGRL

[Lab Homepage] http://dsail.kaist.ac.kr/

[Contact] namkyeong96@kaist.ac.kr

https://arxiv.org/abs/2208.10493
https://github.com/Namkyeong/RGRL
http://dsail.kaist.ac.kr/
mailto:namkyeong96@kaist.ac.kr
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APPENDIX EXPERIMENTS: LINK PREDICTION & MULTIPLEX NETWORK

Link Prediction
à Improvements on hard negative edges (within 3-hop distances) is more significant than random negatives
à RGRL detects more fine-grained relational information

Performance on link prediction Performance on multiplex network

Multiplex Network
à RGRL can learn from diverse relationship inherent in multiplex network due to its flexibility
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APPENDIX EXPERIMENTS: MODEL ANALYSIS

𝜏𝜉
𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 = 1.0 𝜏𝜉

𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 = 0.1 𝜏𝜉
𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 = 0.01Ground truth
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Recall that temperature controls sharpness of similarity distribution
à Learns discriminative features as temperature decreases

Global Temperature
à Target distribution should be sharpened to provide strong supervisory signal for the model training

Local Temperature
à Less discriminative features are required (high temperature)
à Structurally close and semantically identical nodes should be close in representation space
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APPENDIX EXPERIMENTS: MODEL ANALYSIS
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Considering the global similarity (i.e., Global Only) is more beneficial than considering the local similarity
à However, considering the both perspective (i.e., RGRL) shows the best performance

RGRL’s inverse degree sampling strategy successfully alleviates the degree-bias issue

Ablation Studies Misclassification rate comparison
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